Brasilia has problems as a city. The city was made for half a million people. Now about two million people live in Brasilia. The poor people live in slums outside the city, like in other Brazilian cities. It is hot in the center of Brazil, and there are few trees in the new city. There aren't too many people outside in the streets. Some of the streets are very wide. They are really for cars. It is not easy for people to cross the streets.

1. How many people live in Brasilia?
   1. about 20,000 people
   2. about 200,000 people
   3. about 2,000,000 people
   4. about 20,000,000 people

2. How many people that suitable for this city?
   1. about five thousand people
   2. about fifteen thousand people
   3. about fifty thousand people
   4. about five hundred thousand people

3. How is the weather in the center of Brazil?
   1. snowy
   2. rainy
   3. sunny
   4. foggy

4. The word slums, means...
   1. the best places for the poor people.
   2. the bad housings where poor people live.
   3. the suitable places for the poor people.
   4. the luxurious housings where poor people live.

5. Which is Not True about Brazil?
   1. People can cross the street easily.
   2. The center of Brazil is hot.
   3. There are not too much trees in Brasilia.
   4. The streets are very wide.

Icelanders have a great system for health and education. Healthcare and education are free. All children must go to school from age 6 to age 16. Every person in Iceland can read and write. Icelanders read a lot. Icelanders read more books than any other people in the world. Icelanders are healthy too. The air is clean in Iceland because people get nature hot water from the ground to heat their homes. With clean air and good health system, Icelanders live long lives. Both men and women in Iceland live the longest lives of any people in the world.
6. "Healthcare and education are free." means.................................
   1. Icelanders pay high money for healthcare and education.
   2. Icelanders don’t have to pay money for healthcare and education.
   3. Icelanders can manage healthcare and education by themselves.
   4. Icelanders don’t have any healthcare and educational systems.

7. Why all Icelanders can read and write?
   1. Because the books are inexpensive.
   2. Because they go to school from age 6-16.
   3. Because they are healthy.
   4. Because they read a lot.

8. The Icelanders are very healthy Except.............?
   1. The air is very clean.
   2. They have a good system for health.
   3. There is no crime.
   4. They read a lot of expensive books.

**Ebola** first appeared in 1976 in 2 simultaneous outbreaks, in Nzara, Sudan, and in Yambuku, Democratic Republic of Congo. The latter was in a village situated near the Ebola River, from which the disease takes its name.

Ebola is introduced into the human population through close contact with the blood, secretions, organs or other bodily fluids of infected animals. In Africa, infection has been documented through the handling of infected chimpanzees, gorillas, fruit bats, monkeys, forest antelope and porcupines found ill or dead or in the rainforest.

9. What is **Ebola**?
   1. Virus disease
   2. Bacteria disease
   3. Cancer disease
   4. River

10. Ebola can contact with the human Except.............?
    1. the blood
    2. bodily fluids
    3. handling
    4. environment

Directions: Read the news and choose the best answer. 

**Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 (MH17/MAS17)** was a scheduled international passenger flight from Amsterdam to Kuala Lumpur that was shot down on 17 July 2014, killing all 283 passengers and 15 crew on board. The Boeing 777-200ER airliner lost contact about 50 km (31 mi) from the Ukraine–Russia border and crashed near Torez in Donetsk Oblast, Ukraine, 40 km (25 mi) from the border. The crash of MH17 marks the fifth Boeing 777 hull loss, the third in just over a year. With 298 deaths, MH17 is the deadliest air incident in Ukraine and the deadliest airliner shoot down in history. The crash was Malaysia Airlines’ worst incident and its second of the year, after the disappearance of Flight 370 (9M-MRO) on 8 March, the route to Beijing from Kuala Lumpur.

11. This news is about.................................?
    1. the crash of plane
    2. the Boeing 777-200ER
    3. Malaysia Airlines Flight 17
    4. International passengers

12. How many passengers of MH17 Flight?
    1. 283
    2. 293
    3. 370
    4. 777

13. Where is this incident happened?
    1. Kuala Lumpur
    2. Ukraine
    3. Russia
    4. Ukraine-Russia border
14. The MH17 was down by.........................
   1. losing hull balance                           2. ballistic missile shooting
   3. lost contact with airdrome control tower     4. fuel not enough

15. What is the latest news about Malaysia Airlines?
   1. MH370 was dissappeared.                      2. MH370 was sold to Beijing.
   3. MH370 was the newest Airliner.              4. MH370 has most passengers.

Directions: Read the information in the table below and choose the best answer.
(อ่านข้อมูลในตารางด้านล่างแล้วเลือกคำตอบที่ถูกต้องที่สุด)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Term of office</th>
<th>Date of birth</th>
<th>Political party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thaksin Shinawatra</td>
<td>2001-2006</td>
<td>26 July 1949</td>
<td>Thai Rak Thai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surayud Chulanont</td>
<td>2006-2008</td>
<td>28 August 1943</td>
<td>non-partisan (Military)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somchai Wongsawat</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>31 August 1947</td>
<td>People's Power Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhisit Vejjajiva</td>
<td>2008-2011</td>
<td>3 August 1964</td>
<td>Democrat Party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yingluck Shinawatra</td>
<td>2011-2014</td>
<td>21 July 1967</td>
<td>Pheu Thai Party</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

16. Who didn’t have political party?
   1. Yingluck Shinawatra
   2. Abhisit Vejjajiva
   3. Somchai Wongsawat
   4. Surayud Chulanont

17. Who is the oldest former prime minister of Thailand?
   1. Thaksin Shinawatra
   2. Chavalit Yongchaiyudh
   3. Surayud Chulanont
   4. Somchai Wongsawat

18. What is the political party of Abhisit Vejjajiva?
   1. People’s Power Party
   2. Pheu Thai Party
   3. Democrat Party
   4. New Aspiration Party

19. What is this sports’ logo?
   1. The 2014 Asian Games
   2. The World Badminton Championship 2014
   3. The Bird Competition 2014 At Malaysia
   4. The Football World Cup 2014

20. What should you do after you eat MaMa Cup?
   1. Drop it in the litter bin.
   2. Throw it under the tree.
   3. Leave it near your seat.
   4. Keep it in your rucksack.
Part 2: Grammar and structure
ผลการเรียนรู้: อธิบายเรียงที่ถูกต้องความแตกต่างระหว่างโครงสร้างประโยค ข้อความ ของภาษาต่างประเทศ (Questions 21 – 30)

Directions: Choose the best answer (จงเลือกคำตอบที่ถูกต้องที่สุด)

21. “The frightened dog jumped into the pool.” In this sentence, which word is the adjective?
   1. frightened  2. dog  3. jumped  4. pool

22. Choose the answer that puts the following words in the correct order:
   new / high-rise / The / is / in the center

   1. The in the center high-rise new is.
   2. high-rise is in the center The new.
   3. The new high-rise is in the center.
   4. The high-rise is in the center new.

23. Choose the answer that puts the following words in the correct order:
   slums / dangerous / at / are / night / The

   1. The dangerous slums are at night.
   2. at night dangerous slums The are.
   3. The slums dangerous at night are.
   4. The slums are dangerous at night.

24. The snake is ................ the worm.
   1. shorter than
   2. shortest than
   3. longer than
   4. longest than

25 Linda’s dress is ................ Nuch’s dress.
   1. more pretty than
   2. prettier than
   3. the most pretty
   4. the prettiest

26. Rob is the ................. of the ten boys.
   1. good
   2. well
   3. best
   4. better

27 In Thailand, April is the ................. month of the year.
   1. colder
   2. coldest
   3. hotter
   4. hottest

28. Art is ................. of all subject.
   1. more easier
   2. the easiest
   3. the most easy
   4. easy than.

29. I listen to music ....................... I work.
   1. when
   2. for
   3. because
   4. therefore

30. Which of the following is a correct complete sentence?
   1. When I have to go to school, get up early.
   2. I get up early to go to school when I have.
   3. I get up early when I have to go to school.
   4. I have to go to school early when I get up.
Part 3: Vocabulary
ผลการเรียนรู้: ตีความ  อธิบายและเขียนประโยคและข้อความให้สัมพันธ์กับคำหรือประโยคที่กำหนด (Questions 31-40)

Directions: Match the words with the correct meanings. (จับคู่คำศัพท์กับความหมายที่ถูกต้อง)

31. Which one is the meaning of “architect”?
   1. a person who make plans for building.
   2. a person who cook for everybody.
   3. a person who build the house.
   4. a person who take care old people.

32. Which one is the meaning of “island”?
   1. the people who live near the river.
   2. the land with water all around it.
   3. the land with forests.
   4. the people who live in the forest.

33. What is the meaning of the word “inventor”?
   1. a person who is not a child.
   2. a person who is clever.
   3. a person who is the first to get ideas to do something.
   4. a person who is a leader in politics.

34. “fall asleep” means.........................
   1. sleep deeply
   2. begin to sleep
   3. sleep for a long time
   4. sleep and dream

35. “To make something hot” is the meaning of the word “.........”
   1. soak
   2. dip
   3. freeze
   4. heat

36. The city's ____________are among the tallest in the world.
   1. stores
   2. high-rise
   3. dogs
   4. cars

37. The police say that__________is rising because criminals are not staying in jail long enough.
   1. health
   2. education
   3. crime
   4. employment

38. This apartment is __________mine, but it is slightly bigger.
   1. nearly
   2. similar to
   3. once
   4. not

39. My husband smokes ______________of seven cigarettes a day.
   1. a half
   2. an average
   3. more
   4. fifteen

40. Only ______________are allowed to vote.
   1. children
   2. runners
   3. adults
   4. men
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ตอนที่ 2 เป็นข้อสอบแบบอัตนัย (Writing ability) จำนวน 5 ข้อ จำนวน 5 คะแนน

Part 4: Writing
ผลการเรียนรู้: เขียนบรรยายความรู้สึกและแสดงความคิดเห็นของตนเองเกี่ยวกับเรื่องต่างๆ กิจกรรม ประสบการณ์ ช่วงและเหตุการณ์ อายุเยาว์ทั้งหมดและสร้างสรรค์ (Questions 1-5)
Directions: Answer these questions with correct complete sentences. (ตอบคำถามต่อไปนี้ด้วยประโยคที่ถูกต้องและสมบูรณ์)

1. How much sleep do you need?

2. What is your house like?

3. What is the most interesting city for you? Why?

4. What time do you usually go to bed, and what time do you get up in the morning?

5. What can you say about your country? (Use superlative adjective)